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By suitably extending a recent approach [Bussi, G.; et al.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2006, 128, 13435] we introduce
a powerful methodology that allows the parallel reconstruction of the free energy of a system in a virtually
unlimited number of variables. Multiple metadynamics simulations of the same system at the same temperature
are performed, biasing each replica with a time-dependent potential constructed in a different set of collective
variables. Exchanges between the bias potentials in the different variables are periodically allowed according
to a replica exchange scheme. Due to the efficaciously multidimensional nature of the bias the method allows
exploring complex free energy landscapes with high efficiency. The usefulness of the method is demonstrated
by performing an atomistic simulation in explicit solvent of the folding of a Triptophane cage miniprotein.
It is shown that the folding free energy landscape can be fully characterized starting from an extended
conformation with use of only 40 ns of simulation on 8 replicas.

Introduction

Computer simulations of biological systems offer the pos-
sibility of investigating the most basic mechanisms of life, but
pose a formidable challenge to theoreticians, due to the level
of complexity that arises from both the dimension of biomol-
ecules and their heterogeneity. This makes any approximate or
coarse grained treatment difficult. As a result, computer simula-
tions are nowadays predictive only for phenomena that take
place on a relatively short time scale or in a limited region of
space, as, for instance, in the case of enzymatic reactions. Major
conformational changes, like gating in ion channels, protein-
protein interaction, and protein folding, are still out of reach to
a direct atomistic simulation. While it has been demonstrated
that a simplified description with coarse-grained models or
implicit solvation can provide an excellent qualitative under-
standing of large-scale complex motions, a predictive model of
a biological system will have to take heterogeneity and
complexity into full account.

A possible approach to cope with this complexity is to build
faster and faster supercomputers, but nowadays, the direct
simulation of a complex biomolecule described at an atomistic
level with explicit solvent can access at most the microsecond
time.1-3 An attractive alternative is to rely on some methodology
that is capable of accelerating rare events, i.e., configurational
changes that involve the crossing of large free energy barriers.

A large consensus exists that the most appropriate enhanced
sampling methodology for studying the folding transition with
full atomistic detail is parallel tempering or the replica exchange
method (REMD).4-6 However, application of this methodology
to biological systems can be difficult: when a biomolecule is
immersed in a solvent, it is necessary to use a large number of
replicas, even for small systems. This has so far greatly limited
the scope of this otherwise extremely powerful methodology.

Methods based on the exploration of a single or a few reaction
coordinates, like the weighted histogram analysis method
(WHAM),7 steering,8 and thermodynamic integration,9 are also
of limited use. In fact, biological processes usually involve the
concerted or sequential motion of several independent degrees
of freedom. Similarly, the metadynamics method10 is effective
only for exploring a few reaction coordinates, since its
performance deteriorates rapidly with dimensionality. In bio-
physics, it has been successfully exploited for studying docking11

or antibiotic translocation,12 but not protein folding. An approach
that combines metadynamics and replica exchange has been
introduced in ref 13. Exchanges between replicas evolved by
metadynamics at different temperatures are performed there. In
this way it is not necessary to know in advance all the important
coordinates of the system, since the barriers in the unknown
variables are crossed due to diffusion in temperature. By using
this method it was possible to obtain the folding free energy of
a â-hairpin in explicit solvent in the chosen set of variables
with greater accuracy and in a shorter computational time with
respect to plain replica exchange or metadynamics.13

In this work we propose a different manner to combine replica
exchange and metadynamics that allows reconstructing the free
energy in a virtually unlimited number of variables. We simulate
several copies (replicas) of the system, and, similarly to what
it is done in ref 13, we allow the replicas to periodically
exchange conformations according to a replica exchange
scheme.14 In the approach of ref 13 the metadynamics potential
is acting on a limited number of variables and diffusion in the
orthogonal degrees of freedom is enhanced by exchanges
between replicas running at different temperatures. In the present
approach, which we will name “bias-exchange metadynamics”
(BE-META), exchanges are performed between replicas at the
same temperature butbiased by time-dependent potentials acting
on differentVariables: for example, in a folding simulation with
two replicas, metadynamics could be performed with one replica
exploring the space of the total number of backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonds, the other the space of the radius of gyration.
If the exchange move is accepted, the trajectory that was
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previously biased in the direction of the first variable continues
its evolution biased by the second (and vice versa). In this
manner, a large number of different variables can simultaneously
be biased, and, ideally, the dimensionality of the space explored
by metadynamics can be made so large that all the residual
barriers orthogonal to the reaction coordinates can be crossed
in the available simulation time. The result of the simulation is
not a free energy in several dimensions, but several low
dimensional projections of the free energy surface along all the
collective variables. Due to the efficaciously multidimensional
nature of the bias the system is capable of exploring a complex
free energy landscape with high efficiency. Moreover, since all
the replicas are simulated at the same temperature, it is not
necessary to use a large number of replicas for systems described
with explicit solvent, as it is instead compulsory in REMD. In
fact, the force field energy contributions cancel out in the
acceptance, and the number of replicas that have to be used for
a given problem depends only on the number of collective
variables that one decides to explore. This can be large at will
if enough computing resources are available.

This paper is divided in two parts. In the first part the
methodology is described and the approximations involved are
discussed. In the second part the performance of this approach
in a biologically relevant test case is evaluated. To this aim a
BE-META simulation of folding of the Trp-cage in explicit
solvent is performed and the results are compared with a
conventional REMD simulation. It is found that the results of
BE-META are almost indistinguishable from those of a
conventional REMD simulation, thus validating the methodol-
ogy proposed here. In particular, BE-META allows the iden-
tification of the folded state and the calculation of the folding
free energy with six times less computational resources then
conventional REMD.

Methods

Bias-Exchange Metadynamics (BE-META).Ordinary meta-
dynamics10 is an algorithm that can be exploited for both
efficiently computing the free energy and exploring new reaction
pathways, i.e., for accelerating rare events. It is based on a
dynamics performed in the space defined by a few collective
variabless(x), which are assumed to provide a coarse-grained
description of the system, and are explicit functions of the
coordinatesx. The dynamics is driven by the free energyF(s)
and is biased by a history-dependent potential15-17 constructed
as a sum of Gaussians centered along the trajectory of the
collective variables:

wherew is the height andδσ the width of the Gaussians and
τG is the rate of their deposition. This potential, in time, fills
the minima in the free energy surface, allowing the system to
efficiently explore the space defined by the collective variables
(CV). For long timesVG(s,t) f -F(s). The accuracy and
efficiency of the reconstruction is determined by the parameters
w, δσ, andτG, as is extensively discussed in ref 18. Qualitatively,
as long as the CV are uncorrelated, the time required to
reconstruct a free energy surface at a fixed accuracy scales
exponentially with the number of CVs.18 Therefore, the
performance of the algorithm rapidly deteriorates as the
dimensionality of the CV space increases. This makes an
accurate calculation of the free energy prohibitive when the
dimensionality of the space is large. Unfortunately this is often

the case for very complex reactions such as protein folding, in
which it is very difficult, if not impossible, to select a priori a
limited number of variables that describe the process, if the
structure of the native state is not known in advance.

We now consider NR noninteracting replicas of the system,
all at the same inverse temperatureâ and each biased by a
different collective variablesR(x), R ) 1, ..., NR. To achieve
the greatest degree of efficiency for metadynamics, the dimen-
sionality of each of the vectorssR is assumed to be small. Each
different replica independently accumulates a history-dependent
potentialVG

R(x,t) ) VG(sR(x),t) that, after a sufficiently long
time, would provide an estimate of the free energy projected
on sR. If all the variables are relevant for the process, the
convergence of each free energy profile can be extremely slow
and hindered by hysteresis.

We now allow the replicas to exchange their configurations,
like in the replica exchange method14 and in the approach
introduced in ref 13. Two replicas a and b are selected at random
among the NR available. The exchange move consists of
swapping the atomic coordinatesxa andxb of the two replicas.
Since the two replicas are evolved under the action of two
different history-dependent potentials, the move is accepted with
a probabilitypab:14

The normal potential energy of the system cancels out exactly
for this kind of move. If the move is accepted, the collective
variables of replica a perform a jump fromsa(xa) to sa(xb), and
replica b fromsb(xb) to sb(xa). Since the Gaussian potentials are
time dependent, detailed balance is violated in BE-META, as
in ordinary metadynamics. The exchange moves are not
introduced for ensuring convergence to any distribution but to
introduce a jump process on top of the ordinary molecular
dynamics evolution. As in ordinary metadynamics the Gaussian
potential converges to the negative of the free energy. However,
the jumps greatly increase the capability of each replica to
diffuse in the CV space, and hence the accuracy of the free
energy reconstruction, which is primarily determined by the
correlation time of the dynamics in CV space.18 Moreover, by
using this algorithm each configuration evolves under the action
of a history-dependent potential that changes every time an
exchange move is accepted. Even if each bias is defined in a
few collective variables at a time (only one for the examples of
this work) each configuration, after some accepted exchanges,
will eventually explore the space spanned by all the collective
variables. This improves greatly the capability of the system to
explore the configuration space.

To prove the usefulness of the approach, extensive tests have
been performed on a two-dimensional overdamped Langevin
model with a diffusion coefficientD ) 0.001 fs-1 and a time
step of 1 fs. As has been shown elsewhere,18 this model can be
used to mimic the qualitative features of a metadynamics
reconstruction in a real system.

The free energy of the model system is an explicit function
of two dimensionless collective variabless1 and s2 and is
depicted in the inset of Figure 1. It has been constructed in
order to have many local minima, separated by barriers of
severalkBT. Moreover, the free energy is intrinsically two
dimensional, namely its projection on one of the two variables
merges together two or more independent minima. For example,
the projection ons2 gives an approximately barrierless profile,
with a single broad minimum.

pab ) min(1, exp{â[VG
a(xa,t) + VG

b(xb,t) - VG
a(xb,t) -

VG
b(xa,t)]}) (1)

VG(s(x),t) ) ∫0

t
dt′ w

τG
exp

-[s(x) - s(x(t′))]2

2δσ2
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On this free energy surface, a metadynamics is initiated in
well A, accumulating a history-dependent potential in the
coordinatess1 ands2 separately in two different replicas of the
system. If no exchange between the two replicas is attempted,
the system, despite the metadynamics bias, is not able to explore
extensively all the phase space. This can be checked by
performing several independent metadynamics simulations, all
initiated in well A and differing only for the initial seed of the
random number generator. For a set of 10 000 independent
simulations the probability of visiting each of the other free
energy wells B, C, D, E, and F is calculated. During these
simulations the system explores almost immediately the mini-
mum in F. Afterward, the simulation biased by variables2 moves
the system between the minima A and F, while the simulation
biased by variables1 eventually is able to overcome the barrier
between F and D and explores the minima D and E. In
Figure 1, lower panel, we plot this probability as a function of
time: the wells B and C are usually not visited at all within a
finite simulation time, conventionally fixed at 2 000 000 steps.

The same procedure is now repeated, but allowing exchanges
of the bias potential between the two replicas according to the
acceptance probabilityp every 200 steps. The results are shown
in Figure 1, upper panel. When exchanges are allowed the
system not only evolves toward F, but also overcomes the barrier
between A and B and rapidly evolves toward the other minima
C, D, and E. All the free energy minima are visited in a much
shorter time, less than 500 000 steps for wells B and C, and
less than 1 000 000 steps for the others. This improved capability
of exploring a two-dimensional free energy is achieved without
performing metadynamics in two dimensions, but simply
allowing the exchange between two one-dimensional metady-
namics. It is worth noting that minimum D is usually visited
after minimum C, despite the free energy barrier between B
and D being lower that the barrier between B and C. This may
indicate that in the BE-META simulations diffusion is faster in
the direction parallel to the collective variables.

The Neutral Replica.Clearly, it is not possible to reconstruct
univocally a two-dimensional free energy surface from its one-
dimensional projections. However, the unbiased distribution of
states can be obtained by adding a further replica to the system
that is not biased by any time-dependent potential (theneutral
replica). This replica is allowed to exchange with the others
according to eq 1, but its biasing potential is zero. Namely, if
a replica with a bias potentialVG

a(xa,t) attempts an exchange
with the neutral replica, the acceptance is given bypab ) min-
(1, exp{â[VG

a(xa,t) - VG
a(xb,t)]}). Introducing this replica is

useful because whenw/τG is small, it samples approximately
the canonical distribution associated with the true (unbiased)
potential of the system. This property would hold exactly for
w/τG ) 0. In practical applications (namely for finitew/τG) the
neutral replica distribution approaches the canonical distribution
only approximately, with an accuracy that is comparable to that
of the reconstructed free energies. This will be demonstrated in
the following for the Trp-cage example.

Trp-Cage Folding Simulation. The methodology outlined
in the previous section was applied to the simulation of the
folding of the Trp-cage starting from an extended conformation.
The Trp-cage is a small engineered protein of 20 amino acids
that in solution at room temperature has a tertiary structure
constituted by anR-helix, a small 310 helix, and a turn
(Figure 2).19 The protein folds very quickly (folding rate of about
4 µs)20 around a hydrophobic core constituted by Tyr3, Trp6,
Ile7, Pro12, Pro18, and Pro19.

The folding of this protein has been simulated in implicit
solvent22-27 or with coarse-grained Hamiltonians.28 To the best
of our knowledge, no study has so far addressed the prediction
of the folding of this protein from an extended conformation in
explicit solvent, although the structure of the free energy surface
around the folded state has been reconstructed with REMD29

and very recently the reactive trajectories for this system have
been studied by a transition path sampling approach.30 Here we
show that bias-exchange metadynamics (BE-META) is able to
sample the folded state within a few nanoseconds of simulation
and to provide a description of the whole free energy surface
within few tens of nanoseconds.

Computational Setup. All folding simulations were per-
formed with the Gromacs suite of programs31,32 modified by
us to perform bias exchange metadynamics (BE-META). The
unmodified code was used to perform a replica exchange
molecular dynamics simulation (REMD). The AMBER03 force
field33 was used for all simulations. A control BE-META
simulation of the Trp-cage was also performed with use of the
GROMOS 5.6 force field34 and gave similar results in terms of
sampled structures and folding free energy. The time step for

Figure 1. Probability of visiting each energy minimum as a function
of simulation time for the bias-exchange simulation in the collective
variables s1 and s2 (upper panel); two independent metadynamics
simulations, one in variable s1 and one in variable s2 (lower panel).
Inset: The two-dimensional free energy surface used in the Langevin
model simulations.

Figure 2. NMR structure of the Trp-cage miniprotein (PDB entry
1L2Y).19 Hydrogen atoms are not shown for clarity. The central
triptophane residue is in green. This picture has been created with
VMD.21
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all the simulations was set to 2.0 fs; electrostatic and Lennard-
Jones interactions were calculated with a cutoff of 8 Å and a
neighboring list update frequency of 0.1 ps. The Particle Mesh
Ewald method35,36 was used to treat long-range electrostatic
interactions. All bond lengths were constrained to their equi-
librium value with the LINCS37 algorithm. Constant temperature
was achieved by coupling the system to a Nose´ thermostat38

with a characteristic frequency of 2.0 ps. Constant pressure was
achieved by coupling the system to a Berendsen barostat39 with
a relaxation time of 4.0 ps. The initial structure (PDB entry
1L2Y)19 was solvated with 2075 TIP3P40 water molecules in a
40× 40× 40 Å3 water box. The positive charge of the protein
was neutralized by adding a Cl- counterion. Ten picoseconds
of NPT molecular dynamics (MD) simulation at 298 K and
1 atm were performed to equilibrate the system. Subsequently,
4 ns of NPT simulation at 298 K and 1 atm were performed
with a bias toward removing the CR contacts in the protein.
After 1.4 ns of simulation a conformation with less than 10%
of the native contacts and a CR rmsd>12 Å was obtained and
used as the starting conformation.

Collective Variables. Five generalized collective variables
(CVs) were used in this study: the number of Cγ contacts (NCγ),
number of CR contacts (NCR), number of backbone H-bonds
(Nhb), R dihedral fraction (Φa), and dihedral correlation (Φcorr).
These are defined as follows:

whererij is the distance between atomsi and j (either the CR,
the Cγ, the HN, and O backbone atoms or the functional groups
of the charged amino acids).r0 ) 5.0, 6.5, and 2.0 Å forNCγ,
NCR, andNhb, respectively.

whereæi is the backbone dihedral angle of residueI andæ0 )
-45°.

whereæi are the backbone dihedral angles of residuei.
Note that all these collective variables are completely general,

as they do not contain any information about the folded state.
This set of variables was chosen after a few preliminary tests
on small helical peptides andâ-hairpins. The rationale for
choosing a reaction coordinate is that the variable must be
relevant for describing a possible free energy barrier. TheHN

variable describes free energy barriers associated with the
formation-disruption of H-bonds. TheΦa andΦcorr variables
describe free energy barriers associated with backbone confor-
mational changes. The Cγ variable describes barriers associated
with the formation-disruption of hydrophobic clusters, and the
CR variable describes barriers associated with the transition
between compact and extended structures. Adding a variable
that is irrelevant for the folding makes the computation more
expensive, but it does not affect the results. However, the rate

of convergence is determined by the rate of diffusion across
the highest free energy barrier orthogonal to the set of variables
that are explicitly biased. For this reason it is important to choose
a set that is large enough to minimize the probability that a
large free energy barrier exists in a direction that is completely
orthogonal to the set. Each simulation was performed with 8
replicas, one for each collective variable, two two-dimensional
(Φa versusΦcorr and Φa versusNhb) and one neutral replica.
The replicas were allowed to exchange every 10 ps of MD
simulation. As in ordinary metadynamics, the width and the
height of the Gaussians determine the rate and accuracy of
exploration of the free energy surface.18 Gaussian potentials of
height 0.1 kJ mol-1 were added to the time-dependent potential
every 500 steps (τG ) 1 ps) of MD simulation. Preliminary
calculations show that this setup provides a good compromise
between speed and accuracy. The width of the gaussians, which
ultimately determines the resolution of the free energy recon-
struction, was chosen to be 1.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.4, and 0.4 for the
collective variablesNCγ, NCR, Nhb, Φa, andΦcorr, respectively.
Cluster analysis was performed with the method described in
ref 41 and a cutoff of 2.0 Å on the CR rmsd.

REMD Simulations. For comparison with the BE-META
simulation of Trp-cage, an ordinary replica exchange molecular
dynamics simulation (REMD) was performed, consisting of
40 ns on 48 replicas covering a temperature range between 298
and 576 K.29 The temperature of each replicai is given by the
following: Ti ) 298 + i(2 + i/12). This distribution allows
concentration of the replica in the region of lower local
diffusivity, thus improving the performance of the simulation.42

Starting structures for the REMD simulation were the extended
structures used for the BE-META simulation. Exchange between
the replicas was allowed every 500 steps (1 ps). The average
exchange rate in the simulation was 35%, with a minimum of
25% forT ) 576.75 K and a maximum of 59% forT ) 298 K.
In all the analyses performed, the first half of the simulation
was considered equilibration and the second half was used to
collect statistics.

Results and Discussion

With the setup described above, we performed a BE-META
simulation of the Trp-cage at 298 K starting from an extended
conformation, running the 8 replicas of the system for 40 ns
each.

After an initial transient, all the collective variables start
exploring larger and larger regions and all the free energy
surfaces rapidly become filled up. The seven free energy
surfaces after 40 ns of simulation are depicted in Figure 3. It is
expected that the most stable state should be a global free energy
minimum in most of the profiles. Indeed, it can be seen that in
all the profiles the folded state (Figure 3h) is either the global
free energy minimum or very close in free energy to it. However,
an analysis of the structures explored during the simulation
indicates that there is at least another structure (pseudofold),
very different from the folded state, which occupies the same
region of the five-dimensional free energy space (Figure 3i).
Therefore, even within a five-dimensional representation of the
free energy it is not possible to determine which is the lowest
energy structure as the two structures have the same value for
all five collective variables used and therefore are completely
degenerate.

For this reason, we now turn our attention to the analysis of
the neutral replica population, which is expected to be ap-
proximately canonical. After∼20 ns the free energy profiles
are approaching convergence, and the population of the neutral

number of contacts:N ) ∑
i)1

N-1

∑
j)i+1

N

1 -
rij

8

r0
8

1 -
rij

10

r0
10

helicity of the backbone:ΦR ) ∑
i)1

N 1

2
[1 + cos(æi - æ0)]

dihedral correlation:Φcorr ) ∑
i)2

N x[1 + cos2(æi - æi-1)]
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replica starts stabilizing. The cluster analysis performed on the
last 20 ns of the trajectory of the neutral replica (Figure 4) allows
estimating the free energy of the structures involved in the
folding process. The total number of clusters explored during
the dynamics by the neutral replica is>300. Remarkably, the
occupancies of the two most populated structures are very
similar in the third and last fourth of the trajectory, allowing

an estimate of their free energy with an accuracy of ap-
proximately 0.6 kJ mol-1. In the neutral replica the population
of the less stable clusters is about 1 order of magnitude smaller
than those of the first two clusters and therefore the error on
their calculated free energy is larger. The folded state (rmsd
with respect to the NMR first structure19 <0.6 Å) is the most
populated cluster. Thepseudofoldis ∼11 kJ mol-1 higher in
free energy than the folded state.

As discussed in the first part of this paper, the distribution
of states calculated from the neutral replica approaches the
canonical distribution forw/τG f 0. The validity of this
approximation has been tested by comparing the results of the
BE-META simulation with those obtained from a conventional
REMD simulation. The REMD simulation was started from the
same extended conformation. A cluster analysis performed on
the two simulations shows that the most stable state is the folded
state in both cases (CR rmsd with respect to the NMR first
structure19 <1.0 Å for the REMD simulation). The populations
of the two clusters are 45% and 42% in BE-META and REMD,
respectively. The second most populated cluster has a population
of 16% and 17% in BE-META and REMD, respectively, and
is similar in both simulations (CR rmsd between the two central
structures) 2.4 Å). This cluster corresponds to a partially
unfolded Trp-cage where the helix is fully formed and the
hydrophobic cage surrounding the triptophane has been partially
exposed to the solvent. Formation of this structure is also
observed before the final folding step in the BE-META
simulation. It therefore can be speculated that partial opening

Figure 3. Free energy profiles calculated from the BE-META simulation of the Trp-cage miniprotein. The position of the folded state, defined as
the average value of the collective variable calculated on the structures belonging to the most populated cluster, and the standard deviation are
indicated in red. Free energy plotted (a) as a function of the Cγ contacts, (b) as a function of the CR contacts, (c) as a function of the backbone
hydrogen bonds, (d) as a function of the number of helical residues, and (e) as a function of the correlation of the backbone dihedral angles, (f)
Two-dimensional plot of the free energy as a function of the number of helical residues and correlation of the backbone dihedral angles; (g)
two-dimensional plot of the free energy as a function of the number of helical residues and the number of backbone hydrogen bonds. In the
two-dimensional plots the free energy goes from black (more negative values) to white (more positive values) in steps of 5 kJ mol-1. (h) Structure
of the folded state. (i) Structure of the “pseudo-fold”.

Figure 4. Cluster analysis of the neutral replica of BE-META (red)
and of the 298 K replica of REMD (blue). The cluster free energy and
the central structures of the two most populated clusters are shown.
Errors were calculated as the standard deviation between block averages
of 10 ns taken from the second half of the trajectories.
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of the hydrophobic cage might represent the first metastable
state on the unfolding pathway. A plot of the free energy surface
as a function of the radius of gyration (Φ) and the number of
native contacts (NCR) shows that in the REMD simulation two
distinct global minima with approximately the same energy are
present atΦ ≈ 0.7, NCR ≈ 0.6 andΦ ≈ 0.8, NCR ≈ 0.3
(Figure 5b). These two regions correspond to the deepest minima
also in the BE-META simulation (Figure 5a). However, in the
latter a much larger portion of space is explored and other less
populated local free energy minima are found.

To further assess the quality of the sampling, the deviations
from the experimental NOE restraints were calculated for the
ensemble sampled by the neutral replicas during metadynamics
and from the 298 K replica of the REMD simulation. In the
REMD simulation ensemble at 298 K the average violation is
0.02 Å, 20 restraints are violated, and only 2 restraints are
severely violated (violation>1.0 Å). The same picture is
obtained from the BE-META simulation (average violation
0.02 Å, 18 restraints are violated, and 2 restraints are severely
violated). The average violation is 0.08 Å in both cases.
Remarkably, the same severe violations (HRAsn1-Hδ1*Ile4 and
Hδ2*Leu7-HNGly11) were observed in both simulations, sug-
gesting that these may arise from a force field artifact rather
than from insufficient sampling. It is concluded that the statistics
accumulated in the neutral replica and in the 298 K replica of
REMD are, to any practical purpose, very similar and therefore
that the neutral replica is essentially sampling the canonical
distribution. It is worth noting that the severe violations observed
in this study were also observed in a replica exchange folding
simulation performed with the same force field and implicit
solvent.26 This result also indicates that these violations are likely
to be a force field artifact.

In summary, in this work it is shown that bias-exchange
metadynamics allows the accurate reconstruction of the folding
free energies of small proteins in explicit solvent with a
relatively small computational effort. The method also allows

the calculation of the free energy of the most stable protein
conformations. The approach is rather general and can be
exploited for simulating any complex reaction. It is expected
to be superior to conventional methods whenever it is not
possible to describe the system with a few reaction coordinates
or the system is too large to perform standard REMD. Since
the method is based on the introduction of a nonequilibrium
bias, no quantitative information about the reaction kinetic can
be directly inferred from the data. However, it is possible to
extract this information a posteriori by using one of the
approaches recently developed.43,44
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